Carbon Capture & Sequestration Market - Global Trends & Forecasts To 2019

Description: The growing demand for the reduction of greenhouse gas (GHG) and insufficient fossil fuels in future act as the drivers for the carbon capture and sequestration market. This report estimates the market value of carbon capture terms of revenue ($ Billion). In terms of geography, the report is segmented into Americas, Asia-Pacific, Europe and Middle East Asia. The Carbon Capture and Sequestration market is broadly divided on the basis of technology, industry, and geography. With huge market potential for power generation, Natural Gas Processing, and Synthetic Natural Gas, the market is likely to witness remarkable growth in the coming years.

The carbon capture and sequestration market is estimated from the demand side. The report estimates the global carbon capture and sequestration market in terms of value ($ Billion). The drivers, restraints, and opportunities of the carbon capture & sequestration market are also discussed in the report. The report also tracks the recent strategic activities of market players such as new product launches, expansions, agreements, and mergers & acquisitions.

Europe is the fastest-growing carbon capture & sequestration market. In addition, the Americas dominate the carbon capture and sequestration market in 2012.

The companies occupying significant market share are Shell Cansolv, Siemens, and Hitachi. Existing dominant players are leveraging their agreements and expansion activities to increase market dominance. The top three players in the power rental industry held a market share of around 78% signifying the participation of a large number of players in this market.

In order to provide a deeper understanding of the competitive landscape, the report provides 10 key players of the carbon capture and sequestration market, and provides more than 70 market tables, categorized into geographic regions, technology, and industry.

The report segments the global carbon capture and sequestration market into the following three segments:

By Service:
- Carbon capture
- Carbon transport
- Carbon storage

By Geography:
- Americas
- Asia-Pacific
- Europe
- Middle-East Africa

By Capture Technology:
- Industrial Separation
- Oxy-fuel combustion capture
- Post-combustion capture
- Pre-combustion capture
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